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SWEET PEPPER IN ALL COLORS
greenhouse



In view of the technological progress in the field of agriculture, the idea of a 
project to produce vegetables and fruits through greenhouses is one of the 
most important successful projects that generate abundant profit for its 
owners. It is remarkable in this project that the turnover of capital is very 
fast; As it reaches two cycles per year, it usually aims to export abroad, 
which contributes to increasing national income and improving economic 
conditions.

This project does not require a large number of workers, and its idea is to 
build plastic greenhouses and use them in the cultivation of the colored 
pepper crop, which is the most important crop in demand in the local and 
international markets. It has a lot of benefits, as one colored pepper con-
tains 169% of the recommended daily amount of vitamin C, making it one 
of the best natural sources of vitamin C, which works to enhance the pro-
duction of red blood cells.

Colored pepper 
cultivation project in 

greenhouses



This type of pepper is also a good 
source of beta-carotene, which is 
converted in the body to vitamin 
A, and perhaps all of these bene-
fits have led to individuals and 
restaurants buying it; Because it 
is included in many meals, and it 
can also be used in the treatment 
of many diseases, such as infec-
tions, head pain, and headaches. 
It also helps reduce weight effec-
tively, and treat hair problems.

Benefits of 
colored bell 
pepper



Silwana relied on its farms to grow this type of agricultural crop 
due to its importance, profitability, and ease of sale, as it allocat-
ed 85 greenhouses equipped with the latest technologies to pro-
duce organic sweet peppers.

The project area



Silwana has developed its marketing strategy by contracting with a 
large group of stores and hypermarkets to supply crops to it as soon 
as possible to ensure profits and not stagnate or damage crops

Green House Capacity

plant productivity

The price for 1 kg of
organic sweet pepper

The total production
of greenhouse pepper

Organic fertilization 
for each greenhouse

Number of workers 
per 30 greenhouses

Number of greenhouse pepper

6,700 plant

6 Kg

45 EGP

1,809,000 EGP

95,000 EGP

8 workers and an
agricultural engineer 

85 greenhouses

Project in numbers

Marketing study
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